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================== Some x86 processors have more or less memory than others. "Procbench" is a program that tests your
processor memory efficiency. "Procbench" identifies the CPUID by examining the CPUID line and running a series of tests to
determine your CPU ID. Procbench Example ================= Procbench should be run every time you compile a new
code base. "Procbench" is a "memory benchmark". It tests your cache and memory performance. It reports the results on a per
cache block basis. Here are the results on my test: My cache is 60MB, my memory is 8MB. On this system, I should get some
interesting results. My first test starts with a list of 64 0 bytes. The program processes the list of bytes in a loop and calculates

their sum and the average. My cache latency is 0.00000035 seconds, my memory latency is 0.00000032 seconds. This means my
cache is 300 times more efficient than my memory. Also the memory has a latency of about 2x the latency of the cache. My

cache is 1MB. "Procbench" goes through the list of bytes and stores them into the cache. Then it goes through the list of
memory and calculates their sum and the average. My cache latency is 2.9899474701 seconds, my memory latency is

3.899667984 seconds. This means my cache is 310 times more efficient than my memory. "Procbench" calculates memory
efficiency based on the numbers above. If my memory was twice as fast as my cache, my memory efficiency would be 500.
And if my cache latency was 5 times higher than my memory, then my cache efficiency would be 1000. "Procbench" reports

the numbers above in the following format: "Procbench" says that my cache is 60 times more efficient than my memory.
Procbench will not give you this result, if your cache or memory are too small to give valid results. The results above are

approximate. It is normal for results to vary between machines. Procbench is a command line program. It does not use a GUI.
You run "Procbench" from a console. You have to
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Procbench is a benchmarking application which is based on existing benchmarks. As of writing, these benchmarks are focused
on the: ￭ Cache performance ￭ memory transfer performance ￭ instruction latency performance Procbench consists of three
parts: The benchmarking app, a set of text files, and a windows application to view the results. Procbench 3.3.0 More new
features are coming soon. Please subscribe to the mailing list for updates! Test your CPU's: ￭ Cache performance ￭ Memory
transfer performance ￭ Instruction latency performance Procbench Configuration: Procbench's configuration file is simply a
text file. You can configure Procbench for several CPUs, adding the options in the text file and it will read this text and compile
the config file on the fly. These configuration files are: ￭ hw.txt: Processor related stuff like cache size, L1 cache size, L2 cache
size, cache size, cache size, and cache size ￭ config.txt: Flags for GCC compiler like -m32, -m64 etc. ￭ asm.txt: Instructions
that are currently used for the benchmark. ￭ command.txt: Command line options to start the program. See the 'Procbench
Configuration' for more information ￭... ￭ hw.txt: Processor related stuff like cache size, L1 cache size, L2 cache size, cache
size, cache size, and cache size ￭ config.txt: Flags for GCC compiler like -m32, -m64 etc. ￭ asm.txt: Instructions that are
currently used for the benchmark. ￭ command.txt: Command line options to start the program. See the 'Procbench
Configuration' for more information ￭... ￭ hw.txt: Processor related stuff like cache size, L1 cache size, L2 cache size, cache
size, cache size, and cache size ￭ config.txt: Flags for GCC compiler like -m32, -m64 etc. ￭ asm.txt: Instructions that are
currently used for the benchmark. ￭ command.txt: Command line options to start the program. See the 'Procbench
Configuration' for more information ￭... This file has a bunch of lines.

What's New in the Procbench?

Procbench is a free utility that measures the math and memory transfer capabilities of your x86 processor. This utility can
provide you with basic information about your CPUs, including CPUID identifier, cache settings, and memory transfer speed.
In addition, it can identify if your CPU supports the new Intel AGP specification, which is needed for some games such as
Quake 3. Procbench can also measure the latency for instructions that occur in your program, which is useful for developers
who want to measure the performance impact of their code. In order to accomplish these tasks, Procbench uses a special
program, a "simulator", which is run in the background. This simulator is a subroutine that executes the specific instruction you
wish to measure. It tracks the execution time of each subroutine to build a timer for the overall instruction. Notice that this
simulator performs non-real measurements; it simulates a stream of events. The time measured by Procbench is therefore the
total time needed to perform the work, the time from the start of the instruction stream to its end, and not the time of each
instruction. For this reason, the results should be taken with care. Procbench can use GCC, or other compiler, flags to achieve
the best performance. Use the "show" command to learn more about the options which are used by Procbench. Each line of the
show output contains the information needed to do the actual benchmark. For example, Example 3: Procbench with Compiler
Options The following show command was taken from Procbench test directory: procbench -c options The output of the above
show command is: Required Processor Features: - At least a Pentium II processor and a MMX unit. Optional: - At least an Intel
3DNow! unit. Required Memory Transfer: - The amount of memory needed for the benchmark is used by Procbench to count
total elapsed time. Required Instruction Latency: - When using procbench to test programs with Intel's "test instructions"
feature, the time that the instructions take is necessary to measure. The following show output is for a default Procbench
execution. The show output also includes the compiler flags, which are used to achieve the best performance. Example 4:
Benchmark for Processor Latency The "cpuid" command gives the identity of your CPU. You can obtain more information
about your CPU by running: Example 5: Benchmark for Processor Cache This command performs tests for your cache settings.
Example 6: Benchmark for Instruction Latency The "instr" command uses Intel's "test instructions" feature
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System Requirements For Procbench:

Windows XP/Vista/7 Mac OS X 10.3 or later Intel-based Mac Dual-Core CPU 2GB of RAM 10GB of hard drive space DVD-
ROM drive 18 or older w/Internet access Web Browser (MS Internet Explorer is the recommended browser, although Firefox
and Chrome will also work) Microsoft Word Microsoft Excel Microsoft PowerPoint DirectX 9 Compatible Video Card A
keyboard A mouse Current Version: v1.01
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